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Abstract

Einstein's general relativity is a geometrical theory of gravity in which the effects of gravity
are due to the curvature of space and time. In contrast, all of the other fundamental particle
interactions are described as quantum field theories that are invariant under gauge transformations.
In efforts to unify gravity with these other particle theories, it is desirable to reexpress Einstein's
general relativity as a gauge theory. The gauge symmetry in Einstein's theory can be identified as
invariance under diffeomorphism transformations. This work examines the nature of this symmetry,
how it is implemented, and how it behaves as a gauge transformation. Since spontaneous symmetry
breaking and the Higgs mechanism are important in particle physics gauge theories, these same
mechanisms \vill be examined as well for a gauge theory containing diffeomorphism symmetry.
Using a fusion of well understood models from classical field theory and gauge theory, we
investigate a gravity theory with a vector field that spontaneously breaks diffeomorphism symmetry.
\Ve conclude that spontaneous breaking, unlike conventional gauge theory, does not lead to the Higgs
mechanism, and we examine the implications of this in greater detail.
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Introduction

Albert Einstein is perhaps best remembered as a genius for his developments in the theory of
Genera.! Relatiyity (GR), and rightfully so. Einstein made several theoretical predictions for GR
that ha,'e been consistently confirmed to this day. Furthelmore, he developed the theory hetween
the period of 1907 and 1915, \vhich was long before the technology for experimental verification
was available. The theory of General Relativity is a theory of gravitation that provides an accurate
model of gravity that accounts for several une..xplained problems in the classical :\ewtonian limit.
of gra\'ity. GR describes gravitational attraction aIllollg masses as a CIlITature of spacetime, rather
than an attractive force. A significant principle of GR is the principle of general covariance,
which dictntes that the fundament.al laws of physics remain the same, regardless of coordinate
frames. However, in the context of particle physics, this becomes a trivial assumption, as g'auge
theories in particle physics should not have a preferred frame to begi.n with.
Particle physics is the study of elementary particles and their interactions, and one of the most
important results emerging from particle physics is the Standard ~lode1. The Standard ~Iodel of par
ticle physics is a theory which describes the electroweak and quantum chromodynamic interactions
between particles. Therefore, the theory sUl:cessfully unifies the strong, weak and electromagnetic
interactiolls into OIle lIlodeL but it is missing the fOllTth fundamental interaction: gravity. The
failure to successfully incorporate gravity into the Standard ~Jodel of physics outlines one of GR's
greatest unsolved mysteries. Even though GR itself is consistent. with experimental data, there
are currently no theories that successfully incorporate qnantum mechanics with the fundamental
interaction of gravity. Since all of the other fundamental interactions are described as quantum
field theories in the Standard ~lodel, a good theoretical starting point to solving thi.<; problem is to
reexpress GRas a gauge theory.
A gauge theory is a particle physics field theory that has a gauge transformation, or a
mathematical transformatioll that can be performed and still leave the system unchanged. \Ve can
capture the physics of a system in gauge theories, wh(~re particles (\re expressed as scalar, vector
and tensor fields. All gauge theories can be written in terms of a Lagrangian, whi(.'h describes
the dynamics of the system, and thus, gauge transformations can be t.hought. of. more specifically,
as mathematical transformations that leave the Lagrangian of a gauge theory invariant. Since
particle physics is deri\'ed without a preferred coordinate frame, any good gauge theory should
require that the physics be the same in every frame, and thus, gfTleral covariance becomes trivial
in the case of gauge transformations. Instead, we will see that the mathematically equivalent set of
transformations known as difJeomorphisms are the relevant gauge transformation in GR.
As mentioned earlier, the Standard ~Iodel of pa.rticle physics lacks the inclusion of gravity as an
interaction among particles. A better understanding of the meehanics of diff('1)mo'r[Jhism invariance
as a gauge symmetry in GR could lend clues as to how to incorporate gravity in other Ilnifyinr;
models of physics. In this thesis, we will not take on the daunting task of trying to come up with
a new unifying model of physics that includes gravity. Instead, we will examine the answers to the
questions: Can GR be written as a gauge theory? If so. what, is the relevant gauge transformation?
I have already implied that GR can indeed be written as a gauge theory, where the diffeomorphisms
are the relemnt Rauge transformation. '''e will investigate how this is possible in more detail and
examin!' why GR is called a difJeomorphism invariant gauge theory.

Afterwards, we will look at a specific model, which is a simple model that could emerge from
string theory, and aim to answer the following questions: Do features of the Standard Model of
Particle Physics have analogues in our model? If analogues exist in our model, do they occur? In
particular, these questions will examine the spontaneous syIDIlletry breaking mechanism, which
is a mechanism that oeems in the electroweak gauge theory of the Standard ~Iodel and provides
some interesting results. This research will hopefully provide us with a better understanding of GR
as a theory. aud perhaps shed light on future research wi.th the goal of finding a grand unifying
model of physics that includes gra\-ity.

In order to understand the intricacies of diffeomorphism invariance, we are required to form a
new underst8nJ.ing of the mathematics of scalar, vector and tensor fields on manifolds. Therefore, in
this thesis, we ....·ill deviate from the common understanding of a vector as an object with magnitude
and direction, pointing from one location to another. Instead, we will embrace a more general
definition of vectors in the context of manifolds (see Glossary in sec. [10] for definitions), where
vectors are objects that operate on the space of smooth functions in a manifold. Also, GR utilizes
heavy mathematical machinery to describe the dynamics of vectors and tensors, and t.o com'eniently
keep the notation concise. GR uses the Einstein summation convention. This thesis will assume
that the reader is competent in working in this convention. Also. we will assume the convention
that the 6atspacc :Ylinkowski metric is

o
-1

o
o

o
o
-1

o

~ ),

(1)

-1

and we will assume that c = Ii = 1, where c is the speed of light and h is Planck's constant.
This thesis will begin by going through the physics behind field theory, gauge invariance, dif
feomorphisms, and the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism which arises in the Standard
~·[odel. Once this background has been established, we will exa.mine a specific model witL a vector
field. called the Bumblebee )"Iodel, that looks at the effects of spontaneously breaking the diffeo
morphism im'ariance of the theory. To begin, we start by examining classical Lagrangian field
theory.

4

Classical Lagrangian Field Theory

In this section, we examine classical field theory and the methods used in finding the equations
of Illation for a given model. All models in classical field theory can be expressed in terms of a
Lagrangian. The La.grangian is a function that the describes the dynamics of a system and takes
the form
(2)
L=T-V,

where T and V are the kinetic and potential energy of the system, respectively. The integral of the
Lagrangian is called the action, that. is,

s=

Jc etx.
4

(3)

The action possesses the special property that small variations in the action should equal O. or that

oS =

JaC atx

= 0,

(4)

where oS is the variation of the action. This property is known as the principle of least action.
The idea behind Lagrangian field theory is that, we can describe particles as fields in a La
grangian and thus small variations in the Lagrangian should be equal to zero by the p7'i1lC:iple of
least action. Therefore, by varying the fields in a Lagrangian and using the principle of least action,
we can solve for the partide's equations of motion.

4.1

Classical Scalar Field

As a first example, consider a theory with a massive scalar field ¢>. The Lagrangian associated
with the field is
[, = ~(81-'¢)((ji'¢) - ~m2<p2,
(5)
where ti> is the scalar field, m is the mass and fJl , represents

o =~
axl'

(6)

I-'

We can solve for the theory's equations of motion by using the prinr:iple of least action. If we
vary (5) with respect to 9. such that <b .... 6t/J, we get
(7)

\Ve know that we will eventually want the variation of the act.ion to be equal to O. From the
definition of the action, we know that 61:. \\;11 appear in the integraL and therefore we can use
integration by parts on (7). [ntegration by parts on the first term of (7) would give us

.J~(a/j6Q)(al'¢) Jal-'[~5¢(ji'<p1 J~8081-'f)1-'<p
= J-~t59(al'0I'¢).
=

-

(8)

0-

The first term va.nishes since the endpoints do not change in small variations, and thus, 8rf) evaluated
at the endpoints is equal to O. \Ve can extend this concept of integration by parts to any term we
encounter where the 89 is nested inside of a derivative oJ" and we will always be able to drop
the total derivatives since Jo will al""ays equal 0 when evaluated at the endpoints. Therefore, (7)
reduces to
(9)
Using the fad that in summation convention, Op.OI' = (pap., we can rewrite (9) as
(10)
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Eq. (10) must be eql'lal to zero by the least action principle. Therefore, we get that

o ¢ + m'1¢

0,

=:

(11)

where 0 ,is called the D'AleiIlberhan operator, defined as

o =: OlJfYl.

(1.2)

Eq. (11) gives the equations of motion for the classical scalar field, ¢, defined in the Lagrangian
of (5). Solutions to (11) are of the form
(13)

where
klJklJ

m 2.

=:

(14)

The solution of (l3) can be veTified by plugging it back in to theequatiQns of motion. We won"t
actually do the subst.itution here, but if we did, we would verify that (14) must necessarily be true
for the solution to hold. The important point to note bere is the conceptual meaning of the s<>lution
and its restriction in (14).

By definition, we have that
pIJ
Recall that our cODventiOI!JS are c = Ii.

=:

=:

E
p).

MIJ

=: ( - ,

c

(IS}

1, and thus,
k lJ

(E, p),

=:

(16)

or equivalently,

kO

=:

k

=:

£,
(17)
P.

Thus, we can manipulate (14) to show that
kf'k/l

m2

=:

_2

(k O)2_ k = m 2
_2

(kO)2

m 2+ k

=:

'1

£2 =m

_2

+P

(18)

,

where iE is the energy of the particle, and p is its momeiltuID vector. Eq. (18) is precisely the
relation a massive scalar should obey! Thus, we have just. shown that solutions for ¢ that. are of
the fonn (13) with the restriction (14) imply a massive free particle described as a plane \vat'e with
mass m.
Therefore, we can make the conclusion that whenever we see the two tenns of (5) in any part of
a given Lagrangian. we know that Lagrangian theory involves a massive scalar fiel'd in its solution.

This will a::isist in what to e.xpect in the sbl'utiolils for more cOlDplicated Lagrangians, slIch as in the
electromagnetic case.
6

4.2

E and M Field
Here we look at the field theory associated with electromagnetism. We have the Lagrangian

field
L

1
= --F
4 pv Fj.W

(19)

I

where Fj.W is the strength tensor, which is a rank 2 tensor that includes the components for the
associated electric and magnetic fields,

(20)

~-IatheIllatically,

it is defined as
(21)

with A/, as the 4-\'edor potential field. Here in the EM case, the AIJ vector is the analogue to the
scalar field 0 from the previous case. In the previouR case, we worked v..;th scalar fields, and in the
E:\I case here we are \\"orking with F j.W, which contains tbe vector field AI"
\Ve want to get. our Lagrangia.n in terms of A p before we can perform any variations on it. If
we substitute (21) iota (19), then the expanded Lagrangian becomes

L

= -~(8j.lAIJ -

ovAJ.l)({}I' All - OV AI')

= -!4 [ow4u {}I' AV = -~[201AvoP A

ovAI'd"AI' - ovAI'EP A V

V
-

+ ovAJ.lovA

V
]

(22)

2oJ1A vd"AP].

Now that we have the La~raDgian entirely in terms of A p , we can solve for its equations of
motion using the principle of least action. If we vary (22) with respect to A p , such that. A p --+ oAI"
then we get

o£ =

-~OI,OAvCf' A V - ~OJ.lAIIf)J1OAV + ~oJ18AIIiY' A/' + ~OIJAvf)l'OAI'

= -ol,oAvf)J' AV

(23)

+ opfJAvO'"AI'.

We use integration by parts to get

o£ = oAvoJ.lfl"All - oA voJ1o v AU

= fJA v [at' op A

V

-

0/,8 v All],

(24)

and therefore the equations of motion in the EM case are
(25)

These equations of motion give Maxwell's equations. We can make a couple observations
immcdiatdy from these equations of motion. Unlike the da.<;sical scalar case, we do not hav(! a
7

mass term in t.he equations of motion, and thus, any propagat.ing solutions would have to represent
photons. Furthermore, we can note that in the v = 0 equat.ion. the second time derivat.h·es on Ao
cancel out. For this reason, A o is not a physical propagating field and is known as an auxiliary
field.
For the 3 remaining degTees of freedom there should be 3 possible solutions, but 3.0; it turns out,
only 2 will represent independent physical degrees of freedom. How can one reduce the 3 degrees of
freedom down to just 2 physical solutions? It. turns out that the E~-I theory bas a redundant gauge
degrc~: of freedom as a result of gauge i1lVariallCe, that is to say, the EM theory has a particular
transformation on AJI that leaves its Lagrangian invariant. Let's look at the concept of gauge
illvariallce to see this in morc detail. I will first sho\\' that the E~I theory has a gauge symmetry,
and then I will show how that gauge symmetry can be fixed to reduce our solution down to 2
physical degrees of freedom.
Recall that gauge invarianr:e results from a field theory having a gauge transformation, or
a mathematical transformation that leaves the Lagrangian invariant. In the E},,1 ca"'e, the gauge
transformation is a 4-\"ector transformation on A"" defined as

where A is an arbitrary scalar function such that G"A. changes AJI infinitesimally. A is sometimes
referred to as the gauge parameter because it is a parameter in the gauge transformation that
we have the freedom to arbitrarily define. This transformation is unique because if we apply (2u)
to }~,t/' we se,e that this transformation leaves F,U' unchanged. ~Iore explicitly,
F,.t/ ~ G,.(At/

+ alIA)

---. GJIAv - ovAJ'
---. FIJ.lI.

- u"(A,,,

+ a,.,.A)

+ G,.,.o//A -

Gt/0w'\.

(27)

By similar derivation. the transformation leaves F"''' unchanged as well, and thus, it is easily verified
that the :l-vector gauge transformation leaw's the E~'[ Lagrangian invariant!
How can the gauge symmetry from the 4-vector transformation of (26) ~ used to eliminate a
redundant degree of freedom? Recall that the F",v tensor describes the EM fields. Therefore, the
conceptual interpretation of this mathematical s:-"1mnetry is that the function, A, can he arbitrarily
chosen and we would still be left with the same electromagnetic fields, FJ.1v, The freedom to choose
any gauge parameter is called gauge invariance. The act of choosing a specific A is referred to as
fixing the gauge. For the gauge transformation
(28)

\\'e can effectively eliminate one of the possible degrees of freedom by fixing the gauge. In the EM
case, a common choice of gauge is
(29)

To be specific, we pick a A such that

olJAI-'

+ ajY'A =

OJIf)I' A = -al,A'"
OA. = -a,.,.AI'.

8

0
(30)

So now in our gauge-fixed t.heory, we have what is caUed the Lorentz condition
(31)

When (31) is applied to the pre\.Jous equations of motion in (25), we are left with just
(32)

to describe the 2 physical degn.'f..'s of freedom. Solving for the solutions gives 2 physically propagating
modes, which arc the transverse massless photon modes.
Therefore, to Sllmmari7.e the conclusions of the EM ease, a Lagrangian in the form of (19)
results in 2 transverse massless photon modes. This seems to disagree with the ungauged equations
of motion we find, which would suggest that there are 4 potential solutions, however, one mode is a
non-propagat,ing auxiliary mode and another is a redundant degree of freedom that rc.."iuIts from the
theory's inherent gauge im'ariance. This gauge degree of freedom can be eliminated by fixing the
gauge. Finally. note that the gauge im'ariance lends further evidence that the solut.ions to the EM
theory must be massless. This is because adding a mass term m 2 AjJAJl to the Lagrangian would
dC5troy this gauge im'ariance, and therefore. if gauge invariance is a requirement of t.he theory. the
gauge fields (ic. the photons) must remain massless. We encounter similar methods of using the
properties of gauge invariance to eliminate redundant. degrees of freedom in the GR case.

4.3

GR Free Space (Einstein-Hilbert Action)

In this section we fomlUlate GR as an action principle and derive Einstein's equations from the
Lagrangian field variation. \\'e ""ill find that, similar to the E~I case, there is a gauge symmetry
of the theory, and it can be used to eliminate redundant degr~ of freedom in the equations of
motion. We will start with the La.grangian
(33)

where 9 = IgJWI and gJlV is the metric tensor, which is a rank 2 tensor that describes the curvature
of the associated spacetime. R is the Ricci tensor, defined as
(34)

where RJlv is the contraction

RJW = R A/;)..II,

(as)

where R\>.v is the Riemann curvature tensor, defined as

R\>'11
where

r

= oJlf~ -

Oliff",

+ f~,\f~(1

- ~,\f~<7'

(36)

is the Christoffel symbol, defined as
>.
filII

1 M
= '29
(OJl9vo + Ov90Jl -

oogJlv)'

(37)

Therefore, in its most primitive form. v.-e see that the GR Lagrangian is a function of the gJlIl tensor,
or that C = (,(9Jlv),
9

Here in the GR case, tbe 9/11/ tensor is the analogue to the AI' vector from the E~[ case.
Therefore, variations in the metric tensor will lead us to the equations of motion of the theory. V"e
will choose to vary ,,;th respect to gPV, such that gPV ~ oglW. Equh'alently, we can define variations
in ogp.v as
ogp.v = - gp.agvpog°{J.
(38)
It. should be noted that choosing to vary with respect to gPV is simply a common convention and
we couid just have easily chosen to vary with respect to 9/lv and derive ogpv.
If we vary (33) with respect to gPV, we get
(39)

With some extensive work involving
[21. where we find

r

identities, we can solve for oR/L1I in terms of 6gp.v, see Ref.
(40)

This ju.st lea.\"es the first term of (39) left to determine since the second term is fine as ilt is, because
it is already in terms of ogPII. To figure out what o..;=g is in terms of 6g PV , we need to do some
work. Using t.he rule that, for a matrix M
In(detM) = Tr(lnM),

(41)

we can arrive at the conclusion that
09

= 9 gJ1.VogjJlI
= -9 gp.vogPv.

(42)

Then, taking t.he square root,
(43)

Plugging (42) into (43), we get

(44)

and therefore we get the result we want

ON

= ~N91<v6gPlI.

(45)

If we substitute (40) and (45) into (39). we are left with

bl. =
=

-"21 N
H

9pv(ogIJ V)R + N(bgPV)Rp.v

[-~9PII(ogllV)R+ {6g1W)Rw ]

= ...;=g [-~g/lvR + Rpv}!Jg IJv .
10

(46)

We use the principle of least action to solve for the theory's equations of motion. Eq. (46)
must be equal to O. Since R -=I- 0, it must be that
GjJV

where

GJlV

(47)

= 0,

is called the Einstein tensor, defined as
1
G1J.V = RJ.t1/ - '29jJVR.

(48)

This gives the equations of motion for the GR free space case.
The solutions to these equations of motion are freely propagating gravity waves, otherwise
referred to as gravitons. To study these solutions, we must consider 9j.W as
(49)

where T/jJv is the :\Iinkowski metric and h pv is some small perturbation. The gravity waves arc then
in the hjJV fields. and therefore, it is sufficient to linearize the theory to have its equations of motion
to be in terms of II JLV • After a lot of gnmt work, see Ref. [2], we get
1
Gj.W = RjJV - "21/J,uR
=

~(O.,.Dl/hO Jl + 0 ojJ hOv 0

(50)

ojJ81/h - Ohj.W -1Jl'vop8>.hP>'

+ 1Jj.WOh),

where G1J.V = 0 and h is the contraction
(51)

Despite its complex appearances, (50) will eventually end up with only 6 potential independent
solutions. How is this possible, when hJ'v is a two-index tensor? For starters, the fact that hJ/V is
symmetric, reduces our equations of motion from 16 down to 10 independent solutions. Furthermore,
as was true for the case in the E~I solutions, the GR theory has a gauge invariance and we can
eliminate redundant degrees of freedom by fixing the gauge.
The gauge symmetry in GR is the diffeomorphism, which will be dc~ribed in more detail in
section (5). It will be shown t.hat when these gauge transformations are applied to h/11J , they take
the form
(52)
where c'/l is a gauge parameter with 4 gauge degrees of freedom due to its p.. subscript. Analogously
to the E:-'I case, this gauge transformation leaves Einstein's equations invariant. This gauge can be
fi..'(ed with the standard cboice of gauge as
(53)

where we've defined
(54)

11

In the gauge-fixed theory, Einstein's equations reduce to

DhJL1l = 0

(55)

with condition (53) in place. Since (53) is actually 4 separate conditions, the act of fixing the gauge
effectively eliminates 4 redundant d~grces of freedom, moving us from 10 down to 6 independent
solutions. Then when we examine the solutioos to the equations of motion we find that therc are
auxiliary modes in Einst.ein's Gli. similar to what we saw in the EM case. In solving the theory, we
would find that 4 of the solutions arc non-propagating modes, and therefore we are only actually
left with 2 physical gravity wcwes in the final solution.
Therefore, to summari7.e the conclusions of t.he GR free space theory, 8 Lagrangian in the
form of (33) results in 2 physical gravity waves, known as gravitolls. The un!';auged equal ions
of motioo would initially suggest that there are l(j potential solutions, however, symmetry in the
metric reduces the independent solutions dO\\'n to 10. Then, 4 redundant degrees of freedom can be
gauged away, lcu\;ng 6 independent degrees of freedom. Finally, solving the equations of motion in
the gauge-fixed theory shows that there are only 2 physically propagating modes, where the other
4 are auxiliary modes. It is important to note that the entire theory here is Einstein's equations in
free space, meaning there is no matter here, only curvature. This is actually a very simplified case.
If we wanted to generalize, we would add matter into the theory by adding other particle fields to
the Lagrangian. These matter fields would be summarized in the form of an energy-momentnm
tensor Till."

5

Diffeomorphism Invariance in G R

As a consequence of gauge invariance, our EM Lagrangian from (19) was left unchanged
.under the 4-vector E:\I transformation from (26). For GR, we will scc: that. diffeomorphisms are
the transformations analogous to (2G) that leave the GR Lagrangian invariant.. Therefore, General

Relati\'ity is often referred to as a diffeomorphism invariant theory, in ,,"hich the diffeomorphism
acts as a gauge transformation. In this seetion, we will examine the mathematical definition of the
symmetry and see how it acts on tensor and vector fields.

5.1

Active and Passive transformations in GR

\Yhen t.alking about. transformations, it is important to distinguish between active and passive
transformations. An active transformation is generally defined in the absence of a coordinate system
and changes the physical state of the system, but a passive transformation is simply a change of
coordinates, and thus takes on no physical meaning. A basic example of tbe difference between
active and pa..,;;sivc transformation:; is manifested when trying to rotate a vector. \Ve can rotate thc
\"ector by grabbing it aud turning it. by 0 degrees (act.ive), or we can redefine our coordinates by
rotating am axis by () degrees (passive).
In GR, the pertinent active transformation is a diffeomorphism, <;\:bicb is a mapping betwecn
manifolds. The equivalent passive transformation would be a general coordinate transformation. As
slated earlier. active and passive transformations are mathematically equivalent in theories where

12
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Figure 1: Comparison of active vs. passive transformation for rotation of a vector.
neither of these symmetries are broken. But in the view of particle physics and gauge theories,
e\"ery theory should be coordinate independent and thus, the passive transfonnation is tl"i\-ial. This
is to say, that we will focus on the effects of the active transformation of diffeomorphisms on our
gauge theories, rather than considering passive coordina.te transformations. We will also ultimately
consider the possibility that these symmetries are spontaneously broken.

5.2

Manifolds

In order to talk about diffeomorphisms and curved space, ....·e must introduce the concept of
manifolds. Manifolds are spaces which may be complicated and hard to visualize, bllt when we
zoom in, the space resembles n-dimensional Euclidean space, or R'l. This is achieved by constructing
the manifold out of several local regions which are smoothly sewn together.
If \\'e want to be mat.hematically rigorous about our definition, \\"e must discuss the notion of a
mapping between manifolds. Informally, a mapping is a generalization of a function. 1·Iore fonnally,

given two manifolds, ;\1 and N. a map
M to exactly one element of~.

Q :

Ivl

-+

:V is a relationship that assigns each element of

The definitions of vectors and tensors also deviate from our common understanding when we
are thinking of them in the context. of a manifold. Vectors and tensors are quantities that act
as operators on the manifold. Gi\'en some manifold lvI, vectors are objects. defined at a specific
point p E :\/, that. operate on the space of all smoot.h functions at that point p. The associated
components of the vector, responsible for defining its magnit.ude and direction, are determined by
how the vector operates on the space of all smooth functions at that point p. ~[athematically. for
a function f and vector V
V: f------> R 71 •
(56)
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Likewise, we can define dual vectors which are associated with the ma.nifold's dual space, or
cotangent space. A dual vector is object tbat operates on vectors at a specific point in the
manifold. Mathematioally, for a dual vector W and a vector V,

W:V_R n .

(57)

Tensors are simply the generalization of vectors and dual vectors, in the sense Ithat, a tensor can
contain several contravariant and covariant components, wbich by themselves act, as vectors and
dual vectors. Tensors h~avl.! the property that they transform properly under ,general cQ@fdhlate
transformations, or that
(58)

Now that we have defined how vectors and tensors operate in manifolds, it is converLiertt to
discuss the concept of mappings between manifolds. In this discussion, the pullback <l-nd push/or-ward
of a function are useful concept-s. Say we have two manifolds, Al and N, and suppose that there
e:<ist.s a mapping, ¢ ; !vI - N and a function f: N - R. The pullback of /, writte.n as r/J- I, is
simply the composition of / with q> or in mathematical terms,

4>/= (f 0 4».

(59)

In effect, it seems as if the function / has been pulled back from the manifold N to the manifold M,
so it would appear that we have the capability of operating / on manifold M.

"

+".,.

~
y"

D D
Figure 2: Chart showing the functional relations between the maujfolds M and
(figure recreated
from Ref. [2]). <f> is a mapping from M to N and / is a function from N to R. The pullback is the
composition (f 0 Ii'».
Keeping our demniUons of 4J and /, say we had a function g : M - R aI)d we wanted to push
it /orwam from the manifold ~l to tbe manifold J\, so it would appear that we have the capability
of operating {J on manifold -. There is a sHght problem here in that it is impossible to create a
function on : 1 as a result of some cmnposition between the g and the mapping ¢. Compositions
simply call1wt accomplish this task. But recaH that a vector can be thought of as a derivativl:
operator that maps smooth functions to real numbers. Therefore. we can think of puslting Im'ward
a vector in order to achieve the functionality of g operating on the manifold ::'{. This process is called

the pushforward of a yeclor, where the vector acts as a derivative operator on functions such that
for a vector V and a function f on the manifold, V : f ~ R'I, If V(p) is a vect.or at point. p on
manifold NI, then the pushforward \'ector, written as
V, at the point 9(P) on the manifold:\' is
given by its action on tile functions on K. written as F(N),

o.

«(jJ.V(P))(F(N)) = V(p)«p- F(N)).

(60)

Creating a functional chart, we would see

R

V(p)

F(N)

F(A1)

Figure 3: Chart showing the functional relations for a pushfon\'ard of a vector at point p Oil manifold
M, V(p) (recreated from Ref. [2]). F(N) and F(U) are the space of functions on the manifold N
and ~I, respectively.
From the definitions of pullbacks and push forwards , we can see that mappings can be u;;ed to
pull certain things back and push other things forward. We won't di\'e too deeply in the discussion
of the two, but in the end, we find that we can pull back tensors with an arbitrary number of
lower indices and that we can push forward tensors with an arbitrary number of upper indices.
Mathematically speaking. for a (0, j) tensor To1 ..o ), the pullback of T is

•

(4) T)JlI ...!Jj =

oyo.l

vx

P1 '"

&y0j

8x IJ j

To\ ... nj'

(61)

Likewise, for a (k,O) tensor 5 Pl ... /11<, the push forward of S is

(62)
A chart showing the allowed pullback and pushforward operations for tensors on mauifolds M and
X is shown in the figure on the next. page.
\Ve will see in the next section that our understanding of tile way vectors and tensors work on
a manifold, along with our definitions of a pullback and pushforwa..rd of a tensor, will help define a
diffeomorphism.
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¢.

Rimk (~)

b
R.lllk (~)

</>

....

¢

~

~

Rank (~)

b
Rank (~)

Figure 4: Chart showing the allowed pullback and pushforw3rd operations for rank (~ and (~)
tensors.

5.3

Diffeomorphisms

With the background On mappings. pullbacks, and pllshfonvards, we can now discuss what a
diffeomorphism is. For two given manifolds, :\1 and N, a diffeomorphism is an invertible mapping
1
<) : Iv! --> X, such that 9 and 0- arc both ex mappings. Unfortunately, the concept of having two
abstract manifolds is a very mathematical underst.anding of a diffeomorphism and it is difficult to
apply to the field of physics. In the context of physics, we are working with the spacetime manifold
and thus we can think of a diffeomorphism occurring on the same manifold, that is, we can define
diffeomorphism as mappings <;> : J\[ --> "\1.
If we have a mapping (> : M --> ill! I then we see that </J is ob\'iously invertible. Provided that
r/J is a Coo mapping. then 0 is automatically a diffeomorphism. \Vhat is also convenient about
6 : .H --> M mappings is that now we can pullback and p1tshfoTWUrd the same thing, whether it
is a scalar. vector, or an arbitrary mixed tensor. This is doell by using t.he inverse mapping o-l.
:\fore specifically, the pushfon\'ard of a tensor under 0 is given by the pullback under 0-1. This
convenience allows us to define how tensors change under diffeomorphism (see section (5.4) below).

Carlo Rovelli, in Ref. [7], pro\'ides a very good conceptual example of a diffeomorpbism in his
book Quantum Gmvity. "Consider the surface of the Earth as a manifold, and call it .~l. At each
point P E Jf on Earth, say the city of Paris, there is a certain temperature T(P). The temperature
is a scalar funet ion T : ;\/ -+ R on the Earth's surface. Imagine a simplified model of weather
evolution in which the only factor determining temperature change was the displacement of air due
to wind. By this I mean the following. Fbi: a time inten'al: say we call T the temperature on :\[ay
1st. and
the temperature on :\[ay 2nd. During this time interval, the winds move the air which
is over a point Q == q>(P) to the point. P. If, say, Q is the French village of Quintin. this means that
the winds how blown the air of Quinton to Paris. Assume the temperature t(P) of Paris on Y[ay
2nd is equal to the temperature T( Q) of Quintin the day before. The '''''ind'' map Q is a map from
the Earth's surface to itself, which associates with each point P the point Q from which the air
bas been blown by the wind. Assuming it is smooth and invertible, the map <) : AI --> AJ is an
acth'e diffeomorphism." By smooth mapping. we mean a mapping that is cont.inuous and infinitely
differentiable, and by invertihle mapping, we mean a mapping whose inverse still acts 3.<; a function.

t
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With the definition nnd conceptual background of a diffeomorphism, we can see bow scalar,
vector and tensor fields change under diffeomorpbisms by examining the concept of Lie derivatives.

5.4

Lie derivatives

The concept of derivatives measuring a rate of change becomes more complicated when working
on a manifold. As mentioned earlier. when a tensor is moved from point P to point Q a..c; a result
of a diffeomorphism, the tensor must be pulled back to its original location P and be compared to
its original orient at. ion. The Lie derhative can be used to effectively measure this change.
A Lie derivative is a derivative which measures change of a quantity on a manifold. Consider a
diffeomorphism mapping where XI-' --> XI-' +e. where £,1-' is au infinitesimal change on the manifold.
Then, the change in a scalar, vector, or tensor field U is given hy the Lie derivative. denoted by
Cf,U. An important. notational convention for this thesis is that I:. by itself will be used to represent
the Lagrangian. whereas Lf, with a subscript will represent a Lie derivative with respect to a field

f
The Lie derivative for a scalar field

tP. with respect to a field

~

is given by

(63)
\\Fe can e.'{tend the concept of Lie derivatives for a vector field. The Lie derivative for a vector field
can be found by calculating what is called the Lie Bracket. Consider two vector fields X and Y,
such that
X=X/-'o/-"

(64)

Y=YI-'°IJ'

where

01-'

form a basis set. Tbe Lie bracket is the commutator given by
(65)

As mentioned ahove, the Lie derivative of a vector field V/-'(x), along the vector field
the Lie bracket [£, V}

~

is given by

1

(66)
This idea of a Lie derimtive of a vector field can be generalized to a tensor field definition. For
an arbitrary tensor of the form TI-'I1J2 .. ·IJJc II) 112 ... 11'/1
LvT/IJ1-'2' ..lJkIlIV2 ...

lIr

= V IT OUTI-'I1J2 .. ·/-,JcIlIV2 ... lIr

- (8A VI-'I )T AI-'2"'I-'Jc111112 ... 11/

_

(~ V IJ2 )TIJ1A...I-'Io
_
VA
IIIV2 ... lIr
...

+

(8VI V A )TIJl/12 .. ,JIJcAII':l ... lIr

~
(~VA)TIJI1J2"'PJc
~
,
VU:z
IIIA ... 11/ '

...

vVe will use this definition to show how tensors transform under diffeomorphisms.
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(67)

5.5

Diffeomorphism Invariance

In this subsecHon, we will show by brute force, tbat GR is diifeQInorphisIN invariMt. Let's
begin by defining a diffeolImrphisrn
(68)
For a vector field, the change bAil under the diffeomorphism will be given by the Lie derivative

8A Il

= .c{A J4

(69)

= -t:8~Ap - (OPe-)AA.

ThllS, the diffeomorphism transformations for AjJ are
(70)

and similarly for AP
(71)
Using the Lie derivative definition for a generic 2-term tensor,
HansfOWlation for 9/J.II as

.c~TplI'

we get the diffeomorphism

(72)

audl similarly for glw
(73)
W~th om diffeomorphism transfofIllations defined. let's look at the Eiostein- 1:ax'well theory.
This themy has a GR piece and an EM piece in its Lagrangian

(74)

In this notation, the action is
(75)

and S ,viII be iflV~lriant provided that .c transforms as a scalar. In the previo\ilS section, we saw how
scalars transform under Lie derivatives,
(76)

To'show tnat the Einstei:n-lvlaxwel'l Lagnmgian transforols prroperly under dilleomorpbism, we need
to show that each of its pieces tmnsforms as a scalar, as defined ,in (76) above. By ,itself, the first
term is simpl)' the Hilbert actioll, which ''Ie showed to be a legitimate and transformable Lagrangian
in section (4.3). Therefore, wo will take it for granted that the first term of (74) transforms proper,ly,
as defined by (76).
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\Ve have yet to show that the second term transforms properly. Let's first determine how the
tensor FJLV would transform under our diffeomorphism. It transforms as

FJLV

-I

F~v == ()JlA~ - ovA~
:=

oJl(A v - ~<7(oC7Av) - (o"e)A>J - ov(A" - ~"'(DC7AJl) - (oJle)A>.)

== oJlA v - OJl~"'(o".Av) - ~C7oJlo<7Av - (OJlOve)A>. - (ove)OJlA>.
- o"A Jl - ov~". (0<7.4. 1,)

== oJlA" --. ovAJl - (o"e)8w'h

+ ~C7 Ov0". AJl + (oVoJ,~>')A>. + (OJle) ovA>.
(oJl~I1)8O"Av + (ofJE:)OVA<7 - ~O" OJl 0<7 A v + ~<7 OvoaAv

(77)

+ (o"e)o>.A/I

== FfJ " - DfJ~a(Ft7v) - o"t:>'(Fw,) - ~l1ol1(OfJAv - o"Ap).
Finally, if we change some of the dummy indices and rearrange the terms, we get

(78)
As expected, F p " transforms as defined by the tensor defmition for Lie derivatives, but we found
this by directly performing the diffeomorphism on AI'" It is then safe to assume that FJLV will take
the form
FJLV -> FJLV - E: OI1FPv + ({h..~p )F>'v + (EJ>,E,V)FJl>'.
(79)
So using our transformation definitions (78) and (79) we get

FpvFJJV

-I

[FJlv - E,"'[}aFJLV - (oJlt,>-)Fw - (ove)FJlA ]

IFI'" -

--j

+ (o>.,e')F>"" + (o>.,E,V}FJ.l>"J
l~wFJw - FJ.WE,<7' (OlT,FIl") + FJw(o>.,(.I')F>"" + FJ.W(o>.,E,V)P'>"]
+ [_E,a(oI1FfJv)FJ.W + 0 + 0 + 01-.:.- [-(opC'}FwFJlV + 0 + 0 + 01
+ [-(ove)FJl>.FJlV + 0 + 0 + 0],
C'o(T'FJ.W

(80)

where the O's are due to (';fJ)2 and higber terms being thrown away. Grouping the terms up again,
we get
->

[F1wF/l V - 2.f;lT(oaFJl,,)FJ.W

+ (o>.E,Jl)FJl"P>'v + (o>.E.V)FfJvFJlA

- (oJ,t,A)F>.vPw - (ollE,A)FJl>.FJ.lUj
-I

[F1wP W

~

1FJW FI'" -

-

COa(FJlvFJlV)

+ 2(o>.e)FJl"F w

(81)
- 2(oJle)FAV FJ.WI

E,(J 0" (FJlvFJl")].

Finally, we see

~~lI)FJlV ----> ~FJl"FJlV

- ~~o oa(FpvFJLV).
(82)
4
4
4
F;w transforms properly under diffeomorphism, and thus tbe Lagrangian in (74) transforms properly
under diffeomorphism and we have diffeomorphism invariance! In the next section we will examine
the consequences of breaking such symmetries through the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry
breaking.
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6

Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB)

In this section, we will give some background in SSB in particle physics. In section (7), we
will examine a model in which the diffeomorphism symmetry is spontaneously broken. Spontaneous
Symmetry Breaking is a mechanism that is a fundamental feature in the Standard ~Iodel of particle
physics. There are a munber of phenomenological conservation laws, which reflect the prevalence of
exact symmetries in nature. In the context of Lagrangian field theory, exact symmetry is character
ized by the following two conditions: First, the Lagrangian must be invariant Iwder the symmetry
in question, and secondly. unique physical vacuums arc invariant under the symmetry transforma
tions. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (5SB) is a mechanism which leaves symmetry in the
dynamic system, ie. the Lagrangian. but not at unique physical vacuum values. This is achieved by
spontaneollsly picking a unique physical \~d.cuum out of a set of possible solutions, which essentially
breaks the symmetry of the theory.
We encounter concepts of ~metry breaking in our daily lives. Think of a round table with
plates. silwrware, and all the glasses set equally between the plates. Once everyone sits down at
the table. you can either choose to drink from the glass on your right, or you can choo~e to drink
from the glass on your left. There is symmetry in the system, such that you can choose to drink
from either glass. However. the instant you choose to drink from the glass on the rill;ht. everyone
else in the circle must. necessarily drink from the glass on their right as well and the symmetry is
spoIltaneously broken. The act of picking a particular solution from the symmetrical set of possible
solutions is an e.xample of spontaneous symmetry brmking.
~'[athematically,we can consider certain transformations that leave a system unchanged. These
are said to he symmetries of theory and we will note that the symmetry in the Lagrangian holds,
but not in the ground state solution, often called the vacuum.

In the Standard ~.Jodel of particle physics, SSI3 bas well-kno...m consequences. In the elec
troweak model, the gauge symPletry SU(2) x U(l) is spontaneously broken. Here, we will consider
SSB of an SO(2) (or U(l)) gauge theory as a simplified example. We can view the results from
global and local t.ransformations of the SO(2) gauge theory. which we will discuss in more detail in
sections (6.2) and (6.3). A global transforUlation is a transformation that is the same throug-hout
all the space of the manifold, wherea.<;, a local transforUlation is a transformation that is defined
uniquely at every point in t.he manifold. The distinction between global and local transformations
is important because each case gives us a different result in the case of the SO(2) gauge theory.
In this section, we will examine the Goldstone Theorem, which states that when a glohal
continuolls s)wmetry is spontaneously broken, the theory must have ma.'isless modes, which are
typically called Nambu-Goldstone modes. For a local spontaneously broken symmetry, we will
see that the Xambu-Goldstolle modes get "eaten" and massless gauge fields acquire mass. This
process is called the Higgs Mechanism. \Ve will start off by examining SSB in t.he simplest case
for a discrete s)wmetry. Then we will extend the concept of SSB to continuous symmetries, where
we examine the results of SSB in the global case for the SO(2) gauge theory. followed by the results
of SSB in the local case of 50(2) gauge theory.
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6.1

88B for Discrete Symmetry
In this section, we examine SSB for the discrete symmetry of parity. Consider the Lagrangian
(83)

where V(4)) is defined such that
V(¢)

= ~m2¢2 + ~>.¢4

2
4
for ,\ > O. We see that (83) is uneha.nged by a parity transformation

(84)

(85)

Eq. (85) is, therefore, a symmetry of this theory and since parity is discrete, we call (85) a discrete
symmetry of the theory.
If m 2

> 0,

t.hen V has a unique minimum at ¢ = 0, which we could write as

(¢) =

o.

(86)

The quantity (6) is the vacuum expectation value, abbreviated as vev, and represents the ground
state of the system. Let's consider small oscillations, t, about the vacuum
(87)
where (4)) = 0 as defined above. It is the small oscillations, t, that describe the mode of the theory.
By substituting (87) into (83) and keeping tenns to 2nd order in t, we get

1

1

[, = '2(a~f)(VUf) - '2m2t2

+ 0«('2).

(88)

From our analysis of the scalar case of classical field theory, we recognize that this Lagrangian
describes t as a free massive particle with mass equal to m. All of this seems familiar to processes
we have done before.
If we want to induce spontaneaus symmetry breaking, we must look at the case when m 2 < O.
We can note that this doesn't change the symmetry we get from (85), since we are only changing
requirements on In. However, now with rn 2 < 0, the potential V bas two possible minimums (or

vev's),

Ff
= J-~L2
2

(4)) = ±

::.!!.!:...
>. .

(89)

"Ve see that there is currelltly no preference to pick one minimum over tbe other, and thns we
spontaneously pick one. Let's pick

(4))

0=

v.

(90)

If we rf'define our coordinates with resped to the new vaeUllm we chose, we get

= (¢) + Ip'
,p' = 4> - (¢)
4>

¢' = 4> - v.
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(91)

V(¢»

----"--"I~~Il<--_ 4>
1J) =

-J--.~_2

(r/J) =

+J_-~_L2

Figure 5: Graph of the potential well in the case when m 2 <

o.

This definition is useful because we can see that the vacuum for ¢l is

(<p')

o.

=

(92)

Therefore, the Lagrangian of (83) in terms of ¢' is

L

1

= -(Ojl¢')(QJJ¢')
2

614
6,3
(-m2)(-2 + _
4v
v

2

+ ¢'2 - ~).
4

(93)

:\"otke now how the transformation (85) does not leave this Lagrangian the same because of the
9,3 term. This step illustrates SSB, in that, oncc we picked a specific vcv. the syrnmctry becomes
hiddcIl! Furthermore, if we continue by considering small oscillations, l, about the vacuum

0' =

l

(94)

and plug this into (93) we end up with
1

L = "2(Ojll)(8 P l) -

1

2( _2m2)l2 + O(?).

(95)

We can recognize that this provides us with a free massive particle with its mass 2 equal to -2m 2 .
RecalL for this step we assumed m 2 < 0, and thus our particle actually has positive mass, and is
therefore reaL
This entire scenario was for the discrete parity symmetry in (85). ~fany methods we used in
this section. such as spontaneously breaking symmetry by choosing a specific vacuum out of a set
of ~lutions, extend into the case for continuous symmetries. However. one element unique to the
global continuous case is the application of Goldstone's theorem, as mentioned earlier. Recall that
Goldstone's theorem states that whenever a global continuous symmetry is spontaneollsly broken,
the theory will have massless modes. We can verify this theorem by looking at. the global 50(2)
gauge theory.

6.2

Global 80(2) Gauge Theory

In this section, we will examine the results for spontaneous symmetry breaking of the global
SO(2) gauge theory. In breaking a continuous global symmetry, we expect to find massless modes by
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Goldstone's theorem. In the SO(2) theory, we indeed verify the eJ\.-istcnce of these ma.o;sless modes.
referred to as :"ambu-Goldstone modes, but we also find massive modes, referred to as Higgs modes.
In this section, we will compare these resulting modes and examine what they rio in the global 50(2)
gauge theory. \\'e start our examination with discussing the classification of SO(2) gauge theory.
For an N-dimensional real-valued vector X = (X"X2"",Xl1l), a gauge transformation that
maintains
-
X 2 =x·x
(96)
is called an O(N) tnmsformation, where the 0 is for orthogonal. If in addition,

det(O)

:=

1

(97)

then the gauge transformation is called an SO(:") transformation, where the S is for special. Tbe
50(2) gauge transformation is then a special orthogonal gauge transformation of dimension 2.
The Lagrangian used in the 50(2) gauge theory is

(98)
where ¢ is composed of 2 scalar fields
(99)

The Lagrangian of (98) is invariant under global continuous 50(2)

<p

->

¢' = R4>,

(100)

where

R = (c.os(4J) Sin(¢)).
-sin(¢) c.os(¢)

(101)

We define V(eP' ¢) as we did in the discrete symmetry case before,
(102)

but here in the 50(2) gauge theory, we want to note that ¢2 really means
(103)
A5 we saw in the pre\'ious example, if we look at when m 2 > 0, we have a unique minimum
and no SSB can occur, Thus, we c.boose to induce SSE by looking at. the case when m 2 < O. This

gives us

(104)

"Ve see that the equation implies that we have a -ring}) of possible minima to chose from for our
ve"! (see figure on uext page)
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Figure 6: Graph of the potential well for the 50(2) potential defined in (102).
We can spontaneously break the symmetry by choosing the minimwn to be defined at.

(105)
Let's redefine our coord.illates with respect to the new vacuwn we just chose to get

(106)
Similar to the discrete symmetry case, we conveniently get that the vev for ¢/ is simply

(¢') =

(~}

(107)

Unlike the discrete symmetry case, 50(2) is 2 dimensional and thus, to consider small oscillations
for this theory, we have to consider oscillations in both the </} and ¢J2 direction. We will define small
oscillations in the ¢Jl direction as ." and define small oscillat.ions in the 0 2 direction as {. Thus,
when we consider small oscillations, ({), about the vacuum and we get

¢' =

¢' =

(¢') + (;)
(108)

(~}

We want to express our La.grangian in terms of these oscillations. We start with

(109)
and

(V;1J)
¢2 = (v + 1J)2 +
¢=
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e.

(110)

Plugging (110) into the potential defined in (102) gives
V(4)' 4» =
=

~m21(v + Tjf ....'el4
+ ~>"I(v + 1))2 + e]2

2

~m2[v2 + 2vT] + 1J2 + el + ~>"IV2 + 2v1) + 1)2 + e]2
2

= (m 2v

(Ill)

4

+ >.v3)1] + (~m2 + ~>..v2)r/ + (~m2 + ~>..v2)e + ...
2

2

2

2

where the ." accounts for O(e), 0(7)3) and higher terD15. Recall that v 2 = ')

'}

V (4>. ¢) = 0 - m-1]-

'

"l2 , so essentially

+ 0 + ...

(112)

Altogether, we end up with
(113)

From the previous cases we have studied, we can see that tills Lagrangian includes a massive
scalar, 1], with mass 2 = _2m 2 . This massive scalar is the Higgs mode and the oscillations take the
Higgs mode up and down the sides of the potential well. The Lagrangian also contains an additional
third term, which accounts for a massless mode, ~. This massless mode is the Nambu-Goldstone
mode and the oscillations keep the massless NG mode in the ring of potential minima.

Figure 7: Graphs of the motion for the NG and Higgs modes of the 50(2) gauge theory.
Finding a massless mode is precisely what Goldstone's theorem predicted would happen when
we spontaneously broke the continuous 50(2) symmetry! This entire derivation was for the global
50(2) theory, and ignores the Higg~ mechanism To see the Higgs mechanism occur, we must look
at the local 50(2) theory.

6.3

Local 50(2) Gauge Theory

In this section, we will examine the local 50(2) gauge theory and make note of any differences
from the global case. Among these differences, we will find a massive gauge field, which has acquired
its mass by "eating" the NG modes from the global case. This process by which the gauge fields
acquire mass is known as the Higgs mechanism and occurs specifically here in the local case.
Local gauge transforrna.tions are generalizations of global transfonnations, and the generalization
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requires us to introduce gauge-covariant derivatives. \Ve won't discuss the mathematical details
in depth, see Ref. [6] but we cau examine why this is necessary by looking at the local 50(2) gauge
theory.
For local SO(2) gauge theory
</J

->

¢'

R(x)</J,

=

(114)

such that the 2x2 matri.."\( R(x) is locally dependent:

R=

eio(z)T,

(115)

where a(x) is a locally dependent constant and where T is the 2x2 matrix

i)

0

T = ( -i 0

.

(116)

T i!'i rderred to as a generator of the theory (see ref. 16] for more on generators). To keep the theory
inyaria.nt Ullder this transformation, we need gauge-covariant derivatives, defined as
D JJ

= oJJ + igA w

(117)

Then we see that under the gauge transfonnation from (114), we would get
(118)

A~ = Ai' + !..(aJJR)R- 1 = Ai' -

!(iJJJa).
(119)
9
9
By replacing oJJ in the SO(2) Lagrangian with our covariant derivatives, our Lagrangian becomes
A JJ

->

(120)

where once again we use
( 121)

The La.grangian of (120) is invariant under the local gauge transformation we defined in (114).
To induce the SSB, we once again look at the case when m 2 < O. \Ve get the vacuum expectation
\Nd.luc

(4))

2

2

2
= -m== v .
>.

(122)

W(-: spontaneously break SO(2) symmetry by choosing

(4)) =

(~).

(123)

f. and l for the theory. where f. is an excitation in the 0 1
is an excitation in the 41 2 direction. \Ve can start this process by noting that since

~ow let's find small excitations

direction and

l
2

ex = 1 ~ :r + ~! + ..., we can say
e;oT

=

(~ ~) + in ( ~ ~) + """.
t

26

(124)

Since

0'

is small, the 0(0''2) terms and higher will vanish, and we'd be left with,

=

- T
e,a

(1 -0) .
1

Q"

(125)

We can use the 80(2) symmetry to write an arbitrary field 4> as

4> = R-1q/,

(126)

where

</>' = (
Now, if we let

0

v

0 ).

(127)

1
_S

(128)

+(

= ~, "'e would get

R - 1 -_

e

iQT

~
~

(

u

Substituting (128) into (126), we get

1

</>= R- ¢' =

(_1~ -1~ )(V~f)'

~(V;~).
Eq. (129) describes the e.xcitations { and

£

(129)

ahout the vev in (123)!

Similar to the steps we took in the global SO(2) gauge theory, we can work our excitations
and £ back into the Lagrangian. Substituting in (129) gives

~

(130)
The Lagrangian in (130) is gauge i,nvariant, 8.Dd thus we can perform our gauge transfonnations:

</> ------> R4> == R(R- 1</>,) = 4>',
Ap

------>

A~ = AI' -

!(OI'Q").

(131)
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Substituting these transformations into (130) would give

C=

~ (DJl'¢')(DP' 4>') - V (</>12) - ~ Fp ./ FJIo'.

(132)

Let's look at each piece of this Lagrangian, starting with the potential.
V(¢t2) = V((v + £)2)
1
= -m'2(v
+ e}2
2
=

1
+ ->.(v
+ £)4
4

~m2(v'2 + 2v£ + £'2) + ~>.(v4 + 4v3( + 6V'2(2 + ...)

= £(m 2v

1

3

+ >.v3) + f2( 2m2 + 2>.11) + ...
27

(133)

Note tbat, v 2

== - ";.2,

and thus
1

3

V(q/2) == E2(2m2 - 2 m2 )
= _m2 f 2

(134)

1

= 2(-2m2)~.

:\'ow look at the gaug'e-covuriant derivatives.

(135)

Thus, summing out the gauge-covariant derivatives would give

DJ.' I ¢ I . D/J / if> I == (-gA/J I (v

+ E)

!:>,,") (-9AJ.l~:V
U,.....
u ..

+

t))

(136)

== g2(AJ."AP/) + (0J.'E)([)J'E)
Finally, putting (134) and (136) back into our Lagrangian from (132) would give the result

L == ~8
EO/J( - ~(-2m2)E2
- .!:.F'
p'/JV + ~iv2
A'w 4'J.l
2 J1
2
4 J1.V
2

+ .. "

(137)

where the ... is 3rd order and higher interactions,
Fl"om the previous cases that. we have studied, \\'e notice the first two terms of the Lagrangian
attribute a massive scalar, E. with mass 2 = (-2m 2 ). This massive scalar is the Higgs mode,
which we saw in the global case. However, unlike in the global case. we have no ~G modes in the
local SO(2) theory! Instead. we have some additional terms that did not shm,' up in the global
case. The third and fourth term of t.he Lagrangian attribute a massive gauge field. A~, Therefore,
performing a local 80(2) transformation shows that the ~G mode of the global case gets swapped
for a ma."isive gauge field
This process by which massless field.o.; acquire mass is knov,,'U as the
Higgs m-echnni.5m and is a key result of moving from the global SO(2) to local SO(2)! Xote that the
Higgs mechanism requires the massless ~G mode, since the gauge field cannot acquire mass unless
it "eats" liP the would-be ~G mode from the global case. Xow that \ve have seen how global and
local 80(2) gauge theories work in comparison, we can use the same techniques here to examine
another more complicated model. called the Bumblebee ~IodeL

.4;,.

7

SSB for Bumblebee Model

In this section of the thesis. ,ve introduce and examine the specific model we worked with. This
model is known as the Bumblebee ~'[odel and was originally theorized as one of the simplest cases
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of SSB emerging from String Theory, sec Ref. [4]. The theory has a special hybrid Lagrangian that.
considers gra\"ity and a vector field, along with spontaneous diffeomorphism symmetry breaking.
We will explore what happens to tbe BB model under spontaneous diffeomorphism breaking aud
see if there are analogues between this model and the Standard \[odel of particle physics.

7.1

Bumblebee Model (Classical Field Theory)
The Lagrangian for the Bumblebee model is
1
167l"G

1

'2

£ = - - R - -F/J.vFJW - V(A AI' - a ).

(138)

I'

4

Notice how this Lagrangian is a combination of the GR free space Lagrangian and the kinetic term
for a massless vector field that we encountered earlier in the EM case. For this model, the potential
is a function of A w 41' and defined such that
(139)

where f\. is some constant. Kote that the form of this potential destroys local U(l) gauge invariance
and hence this is not Maxwell's theory, despite the fact that the vector piece resembles that of the
E:\I case.
Let's vary the LaKrangian with respect to g/J.. v and A/J.. to see the theory's equations of motion
before introducing a vacuum expectation value. We know how the first rn'o terms of (138) turn
Ollt when we '"ary with respect to gilV and A/J..' but we still need to examine what. happens to the
potential under these variations. \Ve start off by noticing that the potential is actually a function
of both A/J.. and g/J.. v because it can be written, as
(140)
If we vary (140) with rC5pect to

A/II

we get

:; = K(AogO PAp) 5~ (A/,g/J..v AI' /1
/J
= f\.(AogO PA 3 )2A/J..

a

2)

U

= 2K:AIJ(A o A

Q
-

(141)

a2 ).

Likewise, if we vary (140) with respect to g/J..v, we get

(142)

Thus, extending what we know from the equations of motion in the

E~l

case, we get

(143)
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Similarly, extending what we know from the equations of motion in the GR free space case. we get
( 144)

These define the equations of motion for AI' and gl'l/ in tbe BB model, before looking at any effects
from spontaneous symmetry breaking, which we will examine in the next section.

7.2

SSB in the Bumblebee Model

In this section, we examine the effects of spontaneously breaking the diffromorphism symmetry
of the theory. We hope to find rp"sults that \\'e can compare with the Standard ).Ioclcl of particle
physic~ ano examine the implications of t,he comparisons in greater detail. "'c can start by noticing
that the potential in (139) has a minimum when
(145)

Unlike t.be 80(2) t.heory, we do not have (All) = O. Instead we want (A p ) to be equal to a constant
vector. Let's call
.
(146)
such that
(147)

Eq. (147) requires that a p must be a timelike vector. Let's spontaneously pick aj.l such that
a JJ

= (a,O,O,O).

(148)

Defiuing all as the constant aLove spontaneously breaks the diffeomorphism of the theory since we
cannot perform a diffeomorphism on a constant!
With the symmetry broken, let's look at the excitations about the vacuum to examine the
qllPstion of whether there are ~G ano Higgs modes and what their fates are. Let's define the
excitation for AJl as
(149)
where fJl is an excitation about the vacuum. Recall that the potential is a function of both AI' and
F = F(AIl,gJlV), and therefore we should also consider small excitations for 9 1<11 and g~II' For
g/lV we have
1'1/ = rfl/ - hJW ,
(150)
gill/.

where TJ IJV is the expectation value (gPIl) and h JW is a small oscillation about the vacuum. For the
covariant version, we have
(151)
where TJjlV is the vev (gllll) lUld hlJl/ is a small oscillation about the vacuum. Therefore, when we
talk about the vacuum, we really have 2 vev's

(Aj.I) = all'
(filii) = TJ 1W ,
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(152)

where the relation from (147) still holds, but in terms of a JJ and
l!

._

ap' rf a v -

1}IJV

is

a2.

(153)

In order to examine the modes that describe the theory, we want to get the Lagrangian in
terms of thc small oscillations (I' and hl,v to quadratic order. First, let,'s substitute (149) and (151)
into the potential function. \\'hich gives

(154)

We will make life easier by noting the terms in the potential are squared. The restriction for the
Lagrangian to be of quadratic order t.hen restric-ts the terms inside the square of thc potential to
be linear. Imposing this restriction leaves us with

(155)

....Ve saw carlier that the action is unchanged under an infinitesimal diffeomorphism. Let's look
at how AI" g"v and gill! transform under diffeomorphism by substituting in our expressions from
(149). (150) and (151). :\ote that the excitations that describe the Xambu-Goldstone modes are
not technically diffeomorphisrns, as we'll see that they are reparametrizations that only appear to
havc thc same form as diffeomorphisms, aod therefore, will bc called virtual diffeomorphisms.
The :\G modes are the field variations that stay within the minimum of the potential V. These can
be found as the virt,ual ditfeomorphisms that leave V = V' = 0 unchanged.
Recall the diffeomorphism transformation for A" was

(156)
with f.jJ small. If we substitute
a"

+

A/I

= ajJ

+ fp.,

(p --.

aJ'

+

-->

aj.J

+ t JJ

(j.J -

-

then

(ojJ~O)(a()

+ (0') -

~oo()(ajJ

+

(j.J)

(0j.JE,° lao I

(157)

and we can conclude that

a JJ

-+

ap ,

(j.J

-+

(J1 -

(158)

(ojJ(O)ao-.

Likewise, for 91l v
91'" - (ojJJ.I(O)gol/ - (ovf,(»)gpo -

91111

-+

TJ/1V

+ h,w

--> T}J.1V

e Orrg,llI

+ hjJv - (oJJvE.°) (TJo.v + hOI))

- (Ollf,o.)( T}JJo

+ hllo ) - f.0 80(7/IlV
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(159)
,-

hJ.LV),

and we can conclude that
"11'1' --+

"I/-lV,

h),lll

hJJ.V - 8/-l~u - &u~/-l'

--+

(160)

Analogously, for gJJ.V we just have the contravariant version

if

I'

--+

rfv,

hJJ.V

--+

hJJ.V - o/-l E. v - if

(161)

e.

The key idea behind these results is that if we call
(<':J.') = 0,
(hJ.'u) = 0,
(hJ.'U) = 0,

(162)

then we can consider small oscillations about these vacuum values, governed by (158), (160) and
(161). The oscillations would be
<':1'

= -(0J.'E.Q)a o ,

(163)

hJJ.V = -0J.'E.u - ovE./J'
hlW = -f)J' f"u - if

eJ..

Note t.hat t.hese appear to have the form of a diffeomorphism, but are technically just reparametriza
lions of <':/J and h lW and thus are not actually performed on the entire action as true diffeomorphisms.
Let's see happens when we substitute (163) into the potential. If we simplify the potential as

y = ~II:X2
2

y' = ",-X

(164)

~hJlllall),

X = aJ.'(£/J -

we see that using (163) gives

X = al' (- (OJle" lao = -aJ.'(oJlE.v)a
= -aJ.t(oJlE.v)a

~ (-

ollE.u - ouE.Jl )aU)

ll

+ ~aJ.'(oJ.lE.1I + ollE./J)a

U

+ all (oJ.'E,v}a

U

(165)

U

= O.

If X = 0 then V = 0 and y' = O. This means, the fluctuations from (163) describe excitations that
remain in the minimum of the potentiaL From the global 50(2) theory, we know that these must be
the Nambu-Goldstone mode excitations! Thus, if the excitations in (163) describe XC excitations,
then the small e' must describe the XC fields. To denote the significance of the £.1' fields, we will
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notationally promote them to ~I' fields. where these are the NG fields of the spontaneously broken
BB model. \Vhen we apply this change to our excitations, we get the new notational fOrIll
£p

= -(DJi:=:,,)a",

hJi = -o/1=:'v - oV=-jJ,
hjW = _()I'=:'v - av='Ji.

(166)

Now we can look at the original Lagrangian for the Bumblebee model in (138) and write it in
terms of the =:'1' fields to observe what the KG fields are doing. lVe must first get (138) in terms
of £Ji and hjWI so that we can use the ~'G excitations in (166). For starters, since we are working
with ;';G excitations, we will remain in the minimum of the potential and therefore V = O. Thus,
we ouly really need to worry about the remaining two terms of the Lagrangian,
r

4..-=

1 R - -F.
1 v FJil/ .
-161l"G

4

IJ

(167)

Looking at FJWI we find
FjW = oJiA v

= ojJ(a v
=

ojJ.f. v -

-

ovAJ.I

+ ~v) -

Gv{a jJ

+ £/J)

ayfop.

= oJ.l[-(ay=-O)aaJ- Oy[-(ojJ~)ao.l
= -(0l'0y=:'l>.)aa + (o,,81,=:'O)aa

(168)

=0.

1~wF/1V simply vanishes from the Lagrangian under NG excitations~

That just leaves the second
term of (167). We can skip a lot of brute work, see Ref. [2), and take for granted that the remaining
Lagrangian in terms of h vv is

where h is the contraction
(170)

which, under NG excitations, yields

It = rf"(-oJJ:=:''' - 0,,:=:'1')
=- 20I'=:'JJ,
Now let's use the :'\G excitations from (166) on the Lagrangian of (169). Ignoring the
out in front, and breaking down the Lagrangian to look at each of its terms, we see

(171)

1factor

l·· t term: (ojJhIJV)(o"h)
=0

[01' ( -0/1=:''' - o"'=:'IJ)l[o,, (-28,,=:''')]

-+ 01,8"'=:'jJ)(-20v o,,=:."J
2!oj,{)I'=''' o"a,,='u + OjJO"=''''OIlO,,=:''j.

= -!a",ol'=:'''

=
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(172)

2 nd term: -(0l'hf)O)(o"ifvhvlT )
= -(opl-O":=.a - [)IT:='''J)/op,,swC -ov=-lT - Oq=',,)]

+ 01'0lT:=,": [-opo,,=.o - opo,,='v]
-rr'[o/J()P=-lTOpOv ='0 + f)/JofJ:=:a OpOlT=-V
+ 0l'olT=-POpOV=-lT + o/.uu=.popoa:='vl

= if" [o/,fJI':='o
=

__ I-Jl"12~ !J.p"::O!J. !J. ';:'
Z'{
V/,U - UpV"-lT

(173)

+ 2!J.Uj'V!J.P';:'lT!J.
- UpUu-v
!J. ';:'

+ 20jJ[)lT=-Popov='u + 20J.lif =.popf)a ='11] ,
1

3rd term: ZifV(OJ.lhf)O)(dvhptT)

=

~ifVr-f)l'«()P:::o + [)IT=-P)][-Ov(dp=-lT + dlT='p)i

~r(10).l0"~ + o).l(JlT'E.Pllovo,,=-u + ovou'E.p)J
n OP';:'lT!J. a -=
l...JWl UJ.l
!J. !:1J)-=U!J.
-_ ZJ{
- Vv p-" + UjJif
~ vvu,,-p
+ o/,fr'E.Po"op=-u + Ol'au=,Povou='p],
=

(174)

!J. ';:'

4th term :
=

-~r;(o/Jh)(o"h)
-~71"V[oJJC -20,,=-"»I!ov (-201'=-1')1

(175)

= -~7fV(40J.lOA=.\OVOp=.Pj.
2
Combining (173) with (174), we get several cancellations from dummy indices and end up with
(176)

Then adding (175) to the equation above gives
(173)

+ (174) + (175) = -~ifV[48J.l()P:='U{)pOlT::::1I + 40/J0>.:::A O"Op='Pj
= -2[OV dP='udpOo=-v + OV O,\=.-\7v Op=-P].

(177)

FinaUy, adding in (172) to the equation gives
(172)

+ (173)

t (174)

+ (175) =

2 [dJJ OI'=.vOvOu='lT

+ O/Jif:::" Ovau~

_ all U
np-=(f!J.
!J. -=
_U
!J.v oA~
-=A vvup
n !J. -=Pj
- UpUu-v
_
"
»I'-V" n - 0
~v np-u
!J. i
= 2[Uj.if'::' VvVa'::' - U u.=. pUu'='vj
= 2!0J.<<Y'='v O"O(f='u - 0l'f)I' =.Volloo=-Uj

o

=0.

(178)

The Lagrangian vanishes to zero under the ~G excitations! Thus, \ve have witnessed the entire
Lagrangian of the Bumblebee model vanishes \lllder the .\'"ambu-Goldstone excitatiomi!
FUrthermore, we can generalize to show t.hat any covari<\nt GR Lagrangian with spontaneous
diffeomorphism breaking goes to zero for the KG mode excitations. Any covariant. L. with sponta
neous diffeomorphism breaking will consists of the components RJlvpiT and the covariant derivative
DJ1A v ; anything else is a combination or contraction of these, such as FJlv, Therefore, if we can
show that each of these components goes to zero uncleI' .\'"G mode excitations, then we can show
that the entire L. goes to zero in general. Let's first. look at

RjJvPO ~ TJJ.'>.opf~1T - TJjJ.>.oor~p.

(179)

In order to figure out RJW{JITI we must. first look at

r~ = ~gP>'(Opgv.\ ...;.- Ov9).,p .\

O>.9/.1v)

=

1
.\
'2(r!
-

=

~rt>'lo,.hv>. + OvhAp. -

hP )[0J.'(7}v.\

If we perform our excitation, hpv

+ hvA ) + Ov(1J)..p + h>.J.')

=

~rt>'[-OJlOv:=:>, -

=

~rf>'[-2DJIDv:=:>.I.

o>.=:v)

(180)

o.\hJlv],

= -A,,=-v -

r~V = ~rf>'[OI'(-OV=->' -

- 0>.(7//.11/ + hJW)1

oV=-J1> then we get

+ ov(-cl).=-jJ -

0J.'=->') _. o>.(-OJl=:v - oV=:j.I.)]

OJ.l.o>.=:v - ovo>':=:/l - OvO/l:=:>'

+ o>.oJ.':=:v + O.\OV=:Jl]

(181)

Thereforc: we are left with the relation that

r p/IV

--

-

0/.I 0v,=P .

(182)

Note that it is not technically correct to talk about excitations in r~!I to 1st order in :=:, ~ince the
Christoffel symbol is not technically a tensor. (182) is a purely mathematical relation we will use
and contains 110 physical meaning by itself. \,Ve can substitute (182) into our definition for Rpvpo

R1IV{JIT = IJs'.\°pl-ouoo:=:.\]-1JJ.'>.olT[-ovoll=:.\]
>I ->.,.
'D f) ~ ->'1
= -TJjJ>' [ U<:Ill 0aU"=,,
J -r TJsl.\l V rrUp=' j.

(183)

And we arrive at the conclusion

RJW{JIT = O.

(184)

As a side note, (184) has implications at the levcl of the equations of motion for the BB model as
well. Recall that the equations of motion for the BB model include the Einstein tenso:
GIJI/

= RJlV

1

-

'21J/lvR.

(185)

RJW and R are both contractions of Rs,vPIT and therefore (184) implies that the equations of motion
for the BB model \"anish under ~G mode excitations as ""ell!
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\Ve contmne shov..-ing that. any covariant CR Lagrangian vanishc..o; to zero under :"l"C excitations
by looking at the co\'ariant. deri\'ative (while throwing away terms with:=: . e:)

D w 4v = oJ,lAl.I - r~IIA>.
= oJ,l(a v + fll) - r~(a>.

+ f,d

+ o/,ov3>"(a>. + (>.)
= oJJ{ -ol.l3°)a,.. + oJ,lo,,=.>'a>. + {}J,lO"='>'l':>.
>I
~ 0 ->.
= - f:)J,lUII='
aa + u/1 v=' Q>.,
= UJJf ll

(186)

-0

and we arrive at- the conclusion
(187)

In summary. we not only concluded that the BS model Lagrangian vanishes to zero under XC mode
excitations, but any covariant CR Lagrangian, constructed from contractions of RjJlIpa, FjJ'" and
D w 4 v with each other and with 9/"" vanishes under XC mode excitations! In the following section,
we will discuss the implications of this discovery.

8

Interpretations

\Vhat happens when a GR theory spontaneously breaks diffeomorphism invariance? \-Ve
concluded the last section with the statement that any covariant. Lagrangian in General Relativity
must vanish to zero under 1\ambu-Golclstone mode excitations. In this section, \\le will discuss the
implications of this statement. sueh as the absence of a Higgs mechanism, and rectify what appears
to be a flaw in Goldstone's theorem.

8.1

Goldstone's Theorem revisited

Goldstone's theorem states that when we break a continuous global sYlllmetry, then we should
find massless Nambu-Goldstone modes. If this theorem is true, then aren't we guarant~d to find
XG modes in our Bumblebee model? Since we do not find any ?'G modes in the BB modeL dom;
that mean Goldstone's theorem is flawed? The answer is no.
A<; it turns out. there are a few subtle points that defend the integrity of Goldstone's theorem.
First. off. Goldstone's theorem is stated for global symmetries only. \-Ve had to necessarily introduce
the concept of manifolds and diffeomorphisms to work with models in General Relativity. A dif
feomorphism on a manifold is inherently locaL and t.hus we technically have local diffeomorphism
breaking, Since global is a subgroup of local, Goldstone's t.heorem cannot guarantee that we will
find ~G modes under local symmetry breaking. Secondly, the prooffor Goldstone's theorem is done
in flat spacetime and assumes Lorentz and diffeomorphism ill\'ariance, The BB model is in curved
spacetime and breaks diffeomorphism invariance. These two points together pro\'ide reasonable
e.'Cplanation as to why we are Dot guaranteed XC modes through Goldstone's theorem.
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8.2

Absence of Higgs Mechanism
,

Recall tbat ill t!le 50(2) t!leory the Higgs mechanism occurred when we 1ll0\'ed (rom performing
a global SO(2) transfonllatioll to a local one. The HiW mcchanism relied on the existence of
a Nambu-Goldstone mode in the global transformation, since the gauge field in the local SO(2)
transformation (leats" up the );'G modc to acquires mass.

In our Bumblebee model, we showed that we could not possibly have an NG mode since the
entire Lagrangian vanishes to zero under XG excitations. 'Without any NG modes, there cannot be
a Higgs mechanism since the gauge fields in the local case ha\'e no would-be ~G modes to "eat" up
and acquire mass. Furthermore. we showed that any co\·ariant. GR Lagl'angiau vauishes unner KG
excitations and this result leaves no room for a Higgs mechanism for theories in General Relativity
where diffeomorphisms are spontaneously broken!
Another argument for the absence of the Higgs mechanism arises if we go back and compare
our BB model with the U{l) gauge theory. The Lagrangian for the U{l) gange theory is
£

= ~DJ.'¢DJ'¢ - ~FJWFJW -

V(¢· ¢),

(188)

where, as we have seen,
V(¢· ¢) =

~m24>2 + ~.A¢4.

(189)

Xotc that we called this SO(2) theory before, but recall that SO(2) == U(l). The definition of the
covariant derivatives here is
D,.. = 1, - iqAI"
(190)
The mass term for A,.. comes from the kinetic ~rm we get when we square the covariant derivati\'es
together
Dp¢DJ.'¢ = ... v 21 AJ.'AI'.
(191)

°

The ~rm AJ.'AIJ indicates that the gauge boson is massive and we see the manifestation of the Higgs
mechanism!
Now, we compare the U(l) gauge theory with our BB model. In the BB model, 9flV is our
gauge field ann AJ.' is the analogue to the scalar field ¢ of the U(l) gauge theory. To have a Higgs
mechanism in the BB modd, the mass term for our gauge field 9jAJ.} would come from the co\'ariant
derivatives. The covariant derivatives in Lhe BB model are defined as
DJ.' = 8IA

-

r~,

(192)

where r~v is the analogue of iqA,.. in the U(l) gauge theory. The mass ~rrn for glJl) would have to
come from squaring the covariant derivil.t.ives together
DjAA v DJ.1 A V = ... J'l.

We get r terms, but the big difference from here to the U{l) gauge theory is that the
not mass terms for 9jJ1/' This is because
2

r~v ex. 9).a(8p9vo + 8v90J.' - 80 9JW)

(193)

r

2

terms are
(194)

which clea.r1y does not contribute any terms that would give mass to 9JW' If the 9IJ.v gauge field
doesn't acquire mass. then tbis shows that there must not have been any conventional Higgs mech
anism in t.he BB model!
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8.3

Other Arguments

There have been various other papers written on the subject of spontaneous symmetry breaking
and Goldstone's theorem. One paper examines Goldstone's theorem in relation t.o the effects of
spontaneously breaking Poincare symmetry in flat spacetime (see Ref [5]). The paper does indeed
find massless NG modes, and therefore, a corresponding Higgs mechanism. However, we need not
be alarmed with their findings since breaking Poincare symmetry in flat spacetime, while counting
as spontaneous s}TIlIlletry breaking, does not affect diffeomorphism invariance.
In another paper, a group of physicist from Harvard assume the existence of a Nambu-Goldstone
mode and then work backwards through a piecewise construction to create a diffeomorphism in
variant theory (see Ref [1]). This may seem a little more alarming, as they have similar criteria,
such as spontaneous diffeomorphism breaking, and yet they find an NG mode. The logical question
that arises is, whose theory is correct? Although it is the first logical question to ask, it is slightly
misleading because the two theories are constructed with a few subtle differences.

In the paper titled "Universal Dynamics of Spontaneous Lorentz Violation and a New Spin
Dependent Inverse-Square Law Force," the Harvard physicists end up with a Nambu-Goldstone
mode, which they label as a scalar 7'- They also only consider spontaneous time diffeomorphism
breaking and preserve spatial diffeomorphism invariance. As a result, their NG mode, 11", has the
requirement. that it must transform as
7i -> 7i - ';0,
(195)
but this is not how a proper scalar should transform! Also, their formulation leads to the con
struction of a Lagrangian that is not covariant. The implications of a GR Lagrangian that is not
covariant would require developing some new theories in General Relativity altogether, and for our
thesis, we have stuck to the assumption that GR Lagrangians should be covariant. With these
reasons, we feel comfortable with the subtle discrepancies between the two theories to see them as
two independently correct theories, rather than two opposing theories.

9

Summary and Conclusions

At the beginning of this thesis we set out to answer the following questions: Can GR be
v,tritten as a gauge theory? If so, what is the relevant gauge transformation? We saw that we
can indeed formulate GR as a gauge theory, where diffeomorphisms are the mathematical gauge
transformations that leave the theory invariant. It is this property that leads many to refer to GR as
a diffeomorphism invariant theory. After Te\riewing some fundamental results of the Standard Model
of particle physics, we examined a specific gauge theory called the Bumblebee mode~ which emerges
as one of the simplest cases of SSB from String Theory. The Bumblebee model features hybrid
combinations of GR, a vector piece, and a potential with a degenerate set of minima. Spontaneously
breaking the diffeomorphism symmetry of the BB modelll.nd e.'"amining the :;G mode excitations
showed that the BB Lagrangian vanished t.o zero. This implies that there is no Higgs mechanism in
the BB model, and we extended this argument to shov..' that any covariant GR theory lacks a Higgs
mechanism. Further research can be done on examining theories of GR that do not have covariant
Lagranr;ians, as well as taking a closer look at the Higgs mode of the BB model, both with the
common goal of providing clues to developing a grand unifying model of physics which reconciles
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the effects of gravity with quantum mec.banics.

10
10.1

Glossary
Vectors, Tensors

Vector (Manifold) - Given some manifold M, vectors are objects, defined at a specific point p E
M, that operate on the space of all smooth functions at that point p. The associa.ted components
of t.he vector, responsible for defining its direct.ion, are determined by how the vector operate~ on
the space of all smoot h functions at that point p. Mathematically, for a function f and vector V
V: f ...... R n .

(196)

Vector Space - A collection of vectors that can be scaled and added.
Tangent space Tp - A vector space consisting of all the possible vectors at point p, where p E
manifold M. Elements of T p can be referred to as contravariant vectors.
Dual Vector (I-form) - A dual vector is object that operates on vectors at a specific point in the
manifold. Mathematically, for a dual vector Wand a vector V

(197)

Cotangent space T p- A dual space consisting of all possible dual vectors at a point p. Elements
of T p can be referred to as covariant vectors.
Tensor - A multi-directional generalization of a vector that can contain covariant and contravariant
vector components. Vectors and dual vectors are specific types of tensors of type (0,1) and (1,0)
respectfully. Tensors transform properly under general coordinate transformations, that is
TP;"'P~

10.2

vI ... '1

O _u~
= _;L_~.

>:>xJ.L~

vI

i{

x
_u_ _
u x_ _
L'_TJJI
...Pk
oxJJI ... ox/lk OXv\ .•• OXVi
I/I···V!
<:1

<:1

(198)

Classical Field Theory

Action - The integral of the Lagrangian density, or

s=

JUx.

(199)

Principle of Least Action - States that the evolution of a system is such that small variations
in the action should be equal to zero, or

£5 =

J

EJL.. =0.
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(200)

Auxiliary field - \Vhen solving for equations of motion of a field theory, an auxiliary mode is a
Don-propagating mode and thus has no physical significance.
Gauge Parameter - A redundant degree of freedom in one of the field vanabll!s. The gauge
parameter can be arbitrarily set to aid in solving for a specific theories modes. rn the EM case, the
gauge transformation was
(201)
where A was the gauge parameter.
Gauge Invariance - The freedom to choose any gauge parameter and still be left with the theory
unchanged.
Fixing the Gauge - The act. of eliminating a degree of freedom by choosing a specific value for
the gauge parameter(s). In the EM case, we picked a specific A to set ovAv = o.

10.3

Manifolds

Manifold - An n dimensional manifold is a space that may be complicated globally, but locally,
resembles R n. This is accomplished by smoothly patching togetber several regions that look like

Rn .
Map - A map is a generalization of a function between manifolds. Mathematically, a ,\1 ---> N map
is a relationship that assigns each element of manifold M to exactly one element from manifold N.
Smooth maps - A map that is continuous and infinitely differentiable, also written as Coo maps.
Invertible maps - A map, whose inverse mapping still acts as a function.
Pullback - Suppose we have two manifolds M and N and that there exists a mapping, ¢ : M ---.
N, and a function f : N ---> R The pullback of f, 4>' f, is simply the composition of f with 4>:
(202)
Pushforward - For a vector, V(p) at point p on manifold M, the pushforward vector, written as

4>. V, at the point 4>(P) on the manifold N is given by its action on t.he functions on N:
(¢. V)(J) = V((r J).

10.4

(203)

Diffeomorphism

Diffeomorphism - For two given manifolds, M and N, a diffeomorphism is an invertible mapping
----> N, such that ¢ and 4>-1 are both Coo mappings (ie, the mappings are continuous and
infinitely differentiable).

¢ :M
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Diffeomorphisms on the same manifold (M - t M) - Any mapping ¢> : M invertible, thus providecl that tJ> is a Coo mapping, then r/J is a diffeomorphism.

M is obviously

Lie derivatives (Scalar fields) - The Lie derivative for a scalar field q" with respect to a field

~

is given by

(204)
Lie bracket - For two vectors fields X and Y, the Lie bracket is the commutator given by:

(205)
Lie derivatives (Vector fields) - A Lie derivative is a derivative that. measures the change of
one field, U, with respect to a vector field, V, in a manifold. Mathematically speaking, the Lie
derivative of a vector field UtJ(x). along the vector field V is given by the Lie bracket IV, UI:
LvU

tJ

=

[V, UI".

(206)

Lie derivatives (Tensor fields) - Extending the vector field definition, the Lie derivative of an
arbitrary tensor field, TjJl,",2"'~k "\11') ... 111 , is given by:
LvT}J.\tJ2 ...tJ"1I1''l ... 1II

= Va OaTJJltJ2 ...tJkllj

"':! ... V!

- (8>. V~1)T>'Sl2"-I'k11\11') ... 11/
JJ2
_ (~
v>.. V )TIJ\>.... tJk"111') ...1/1 _
+ (0111 V>')TIJIIJ2"'P">"11') .. ·111

•••

(207)

+ (0"':! V >')TJ.£\J.£2 ... lJk"1 ). ... /// + ...
Virtual Diffeomorphism - Reparametrizations that come up in the BB model that appear to
have t.he' form of an actual diffeomorphism, but in the end are not defined mathematically correct

10.5

SSB

Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking - The concept of choosing a preferred frame when a given
system has two of more matbematically equivalent coordinate frames, and as a result, we lose the
symmetry of the theory.
Symmetry - Certain transformations that leaves the dynamics of a system unchanged, are called
symmetries of the theory. Otherwise known as invariance in a theory.
Vacuum - Ground state in the potential
Vacuum Expectation Value - The expectation value of the ground state, often abbreviated as
vev.

Goldstone's Theorem - For any spontaneously broken glohal symmetry, Goldstone's theorem
states that we should find massless modes.
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Nambu·Goldstone Modes - The massless modes that result from spontaneously breaking a global
symmetry, often abbreviated as NG modes.

Higgs Mechanism - Occurs when we go from a global transformation to a local one. The Higgs
mechanism is the process by which gauge fields of a theory acquire mass, involving the "eating" of
massless NG modes found from the global symmet.ry breaking.

Gauge-Covariant Derivatives - Modified derivative necessary to keep covariance in local gauge
t.ransformations. The gauge-covariant derivative for SO(2) and U(l) is defined as
(208)
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